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Key Points:10
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biased results.15
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Abstract16

The theory for recording of thermally blocked remanences predicts a quasi-linear rela-17

tionship between low fields like the Earth’s in which rocks cool and acquire a magneti-18

zation. This serves as the foundation for estimating ancient magnetic field strengths. Ad-19

dressing long-standing questions concerning Earth’s magnetic field requires a global pa-20

leointensity dataset, but recovering the ancient field strength is complicated because the21

theory only pertains to uniformly magnetized particles. A key requirement of a paleoin-22

tensity experiment is that a magnetization blocked at a given temperature should be un-23

blocked by zero-field reheating to the same temperature. However, failure of this require-24

ment occurs frequently and the causes and consequences of failure are understood in-25

completely. Recent experiments demonstrate that the remanence in many samples typ-26

ical of those used in paleointensity experiments is unstable, exhibiting an “aging” effect27

in which the (un)blocking temperature spectra can change over only a few years result-28

ing in non-ideal experimental behavior. While a fresh remanence may conform to the29

requirement of equality of blocking and unblocking temperatures, aged remanences may30

not. Blocking temperature spectra can be unstable (fragile), which precludes reproduc-31

tion of the conditions under which the original magnetization was acquired. This lim-32

its our ability to acquire accurate and precise ancient magnetic field strength estimates33

because differences between known and estimated fields can be significant for individ-34

ual specimens, with a low field bias. Fragility of unblocking temperature spectra may35

be related to grain sizes with lower energy barriers and may be detected by features ob-36

served in first-order reversal curves.37

Plain Language Summary38

Earth’s magnetic field acts as a shield against energetic solar storms and is thought39

to have been important in the evolution of life on Earth. The magnetic field is currently40

dropping rapidly in strength. Answering questions like ‘What is the average field?’ and41

‘What is the likelihood of a collapse associated with a reversal or excursion?’ depends42

on our understanding of past field behavior. There are no human measurements of field43

strength prior to the 19th century, so we rely on igneous and archaeological records. A44

great deal of effort has been put into experimental protocols to develop reliable records45

of field strength and to assess data reliability. Yet, mysteries remain regarding the na-46

ture of these records. This paper focuses on expanding our understanding of magnetic47

recording in lava, which is one of the main archives used in paleointensity studies. In par-48

ticular, we investigate the causes and consequences of failure of the principal assump-49

tions in paleointensity experiments which appears to result in biased estimates.50

1 Introduction51

The strength of the geomagnetic field has been a focus of geophysical research since52

the 1930s, starting with the work of Königsberger (1936) and Thellier (1938) and con-53

tinuing today (see review of Tauxe and Yamazaki (2015)). Absolute paleointensity ex-54

periments rely on the assumption from Néel theory (Néel, 1949) that thermal remanent55

magnetizations (TRMs) are related quasi-linearly to the field in which a sample cooled56

and are generally based on normalization of remanences in controlled laboratory fields.57

Despite decades of effort, fundamental problems remain with the methods used to ex-58

tract reliable records of field strength. Paleointensity experiments involve a variety of59

protocols and there is no consensus on what materials might be suitable for the exper-60

iment or what constitutes a ‘reliable’ result. Although the paleointensity community rec-61

ognized early the value of testing methods on materials with TRMs acquired in known62

fields (Abokodair, 1977; Tanaka & Kono, 1991), recent compilations suggest that even63

a single lava flow can give widely divergent results with different methods yielding sig-64
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nificantly different results (Cromwell et al., 2015; Tauxe et al., 2016; Cai et al., 2017; Cromwell65

et al., 2018).66

1.1 Thellier’s Laws and paleointensity experimental design67

Most paleointensity data in global paleomagnetic databases, e.g., the MagIC database68

(Tauxe et al., 2016) or the PINT database (Biggin, 2010), were obtained through some69

variant of the classic Königsberger-Thellier-Thellier (KTT) double heating technique (Koenigsberger,70

1938; Thellier & Thellier, 1959) where the initial remanence (assumed to be a TRM) is71

replaced in a step-wise fashion with a laboratory-acquired partial TRM (pTRM), the re-72

manence acquired by cooling through two temperatures T1, T2 below the Curie Temper-73

ature. The basic theoretical underpinnings of KTT experiments are the so-called ‘Thel-74

lier laws’ (Thellier, 1938; Thellier & Thellier, 1959) that concern pTRMs. The Law of75

Independence states that pTRMs blocked between two temperature steps are indepen-76

dent of pTRMs acquired at different blocking temperatures, and the Law of Additivity77

requires that the total TRM (TTRM) is the sum of all pTRMs. But the most impor-78

tant of these is the Law of Reciprocity, where the blocking temperature (Tb) at which79

a pTRM was acquired is the same at which it is destroyed (the unblocking temperature,80

Tub) and it is this law that is the focus of this paper.81

Despite widespread use, KTT techniques have drawbacks in practice. These include82

complications such as changing of the ability to acquire a pTRM through chemical al-83

teration during the double heating experiments (Coe, 1967), non-linearity of the TRM84

with applied field (Selkin et al., 2007), the effect of the rate at which the recording medium85

cooled (S. Halgedahl et al., 1980; Dodson & McClelland-Brown, 1980), and anisotropy86

of the remanence tensor (Aitken et al., 1981). These phenomena can in many cases be87

detected, and in the latter three cases adjusted for. However, there are more difficult com-88

plications with less well understood causes and consequences. For example, there is in-89

creasing evidence that paleointensity estimates from materials with non-linear Arai plots90

are biased (Krása et al., 2003; Shaar & Tauxe, 2015; Cromwell et al., 2015; Smirnov et91

al., 2017; Cromwell et al., 2018). However, the causes of bias are poorly understood and92

appropriate remedies are presently unavailable. We suspect that the most likely cause93

of bias is failure of the Law of Reciprocity.94

The Law of Reciprocity requires that a pTRM acquired (blocked) by cooling through95

a particular temperature, Tb, can be removed (unblocked) by heating to the same tem-96

perature (Tub) and cooling in zero field. Many experimental protocols specify the order97

in which steps are performed in order to detect failure of one or more of Thellier’s Laws.98

The protocol we use here is the so-called IZZI protocol (Yu et al., 2004; Tauxe & Staudi-99

gel, 2004), which is designed specifically to include a test of the Law of Reciprocity. In100

this approach, specimens are heated to a given temperature and then cooled either in101

the presence of a controlled laboratory field (an in-field step) or in zero field (a zero-field102

step). The order (in-field followed by a zero-field step, IZ) alternates with a zero-field103

step first followed by an in-field step (ZI).104

As a conceptual model to illustrate the role of similar or different blocking and un-105

blocking temperature spectra, we use a phenomenological approach similar to that taken106

by Paterson et al. (2015) (see also Fabian (2001); Yu et al. (2004), and Biggin (2006)).107

We draw synthetic (un)blocking temperature spectra from a scaled beta distribution with108

shape parameters (α and β). When Thellier’s Laws are obeyed, particularly the Law of109

Reciprocity, blocking and unblocking temperature spectra are identical (Figure 1a). When110

subjected to an IZZI-modified KTT type experiment, the initial TRM is replaced by pTRMs111

in a step-wise fashion (Figure 1b). In the ideal case, there is a linear relationship between112

the TRM remaining after heating to a given temperature step and the pTRM gained as113

shown in the Arai plot in Figure 1c.114
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Figure 1. Phenomenological model of the effect of unequal pTRM blocking and unblocking in

Arai plots. Left-hand panels: distribution of (un)blocking temperatures. Blue and red are the un-

blocking and blocking temperature (Tub, Tb) spectra, respectively. Middle panels: NRM demag-

netization (blue) and pTRM acquisition (red). The order in which the steps are taken alternates

between NRM demagnetization (zero-field cooling) first and pTRM acquisition (in-field cooling)

first as shown in b). Right-hand panels: plots of TRM remaining versus pTRM gained. Data

for in-field followed by zero-field (IZ) steps first are indicated as blue dots; zero-field followed by

in-field cooling (ZI) steps first are indicated as red dots. Heavy dashed lines are the relationship

predicted by Néel theory. a-c) A case in which blocking and unblocking temperature spectra are

identical (Law of Reciprocity obeyed). d-f) A case in which the unblocking temperature spectrum

is shifted to lower temperatures than the blocking temperatures. g-i) A case in which the block-

ing temperature spectrum is wider than the unblocking temperature spectrum with both high

and low temperature tails. j-l) A case in which the unblocking temperature spectrum is broader

than the blocking temperature spectrum.
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Thellier’s laws are only strictly true for non-interacting uniaxial single domain (SD)115

magnetic particles whose behavior is understood using the theory of Néel (1949, 1955).116

In Figure 1d-f, we show an example of a case in which the unblocking temperature spec-117

trum (blue) is somewhat lower than the blocking temperature spectrum (red). The re-118

sulting Arai plot sags below the theoretical line (heavy dashed line Figure 1f).119

When the unblocking temperature spectrum is narrower than the blocking tem-120

perature spectrum (Figure 1g), the Arai plot is ‘hook’ shaped (Figure 1i) and when there121

is a large low temperature bias to the unblocking temperature spectrum with a small high122

temperature component, the Arai plot is ‘S’-shaped (Figure 1l). The ultimate cause of123

sagging, ‘hook’, or S-shaped Arai plots stems from a failure to satisfy the Law of Reci-124

procity where remanence can be removed at either a lower temperature than originally125

imparted (low-temperature pTRM tails) or at a higher temperature (high-temperature126

pTRM tails), respectively. In this paper, we focus on possible causes and consequences127

of the widely observed ‘sagging’ in Arai plots (including the hooked and S-shaped curves128

in Figure 1i and l, respectively), while ignoring the influence of chemical alteration, non-129

linearity in TRM response, cooling rate, or anisotropy effects.130
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Figure 2. a) Stepwise thermal demagnetization of pTRMs imparted by applying a small DC

field during cooling from 370 to 350◦C in magnetite of known grain size. Between 50 and 90%

of the remanence unblocks below (a low temperature pTRM tail) or above (a high temperature

pTRM tail) the pTRM blocking temperature range. Failure of reciprocity is most extreme for

the largest grain sizes. b) Arai plots for paleointensity experiments on the synthetic specimens

shown in a). Note that the x-axis is somewhat unusual in that the pTRM was normalized by the

maximum pTRM acquired (total TRM) and not the initial TRM as is the usual practice. [Data

of Dunlop and Özdemir (2001); figure modified from Tauxe et al. (2010).]

1.2 Sagging Arai plots in synthetic samples131

Dunlop and Özdemir (2001) reported results from a suite of specimens whose grain132

sizes were well known and likely to be multi-domain (MD). They imparted a pTRM over133

a narrow temperature interval (370 to 350◦C), and thermally demagnetized them to 500◦C134

in a step-wise fashion. The remanence remaining at each temperature step is shown in135

Figure 2a. The heavy red line is the prediction from theory for SD particles. Clearly the136

Law of Reciprocity is violated by all specimens, and the larger the grain size, the larger137

the deviation from theory. The portion of pTRM lost by heating to below the blocking138

temperature is termed a ‘low-temperature pTRM tail’ and that above is a ‘high temper-139

ature pTRM tail’.140

As predicted by the phenomenological models like those shown in Figure 1, the tails141

have a profound effect on the outcome of double heating experiments as shown in Fig-142
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ure 2b. An Arai plot for the largest particles (135 µm), which are dominated by low tem-143

perature tails, sag below the ideal line, similar to the simulated Arai plot in Figure 1f.144

For smaller particle sizes (e.g., 1 µm) with larger high temperature tails, the curve is S-145

shaped, similar to those shown in Figure 1l.146

If a particle is large enough to be non-uniformly magnetized, e.g., in the flower or147

vortex magnetic states (Williams & Dunlop, 1989; Schabes & Bertram, 1988), or the MD148

state, its magnetic behavior cannot be described by the analytical theory of Néel (1949).149

Just below the Curie temperature, magnetic particles are close to saturation, but as par-150

ticles cool, more complex domain structures can form. In the case presented by Dunlop151

and Özdemir (2001), the particles were almost certainly MD and the failure of reciprocity152

can be understood as follows. After cooling to room temperature, a particle will have153

some net moment because domain walls will be distributed to produce incomplete can-154

cellation, in equilibrium with the external field. As the temperature ramps up again, the155

walls shift within the particle as they seek to minimize the magnetostatic energy. If the156

particle is cooled back to room temperature, there could be a net magnetization loss, giv-157

ing rise to the observed low temperature tails. The domain walls may not be destroyed158

until the temperature is near Tc and some fraction of remanence could persist, giving159

rise to high temperature tails.160

The data of Dunlop and Özdemir (2001) were plotted with the X-axis normalized161

to the total pTRM acquired and not the initial TRM as is traditional in Arai plots. That162

resulted in the false impression that the correct answer would be obtained by using the163

slope of the line connecting the TRM and the total pTRM. The consequence of MD be-164

havior is a strong bias in the resulting paleointensity estimate, as shown by Krása et al.165

(2003) (Figure 3). They performed KTT-type experiments on carefully sized magnetite166

specimens ranging from SD particles of 60 nm size to ∼12 µm MD particles. The lab-167

oratory field in which the TRMs were imparted was 60 µT. Specimen MGH1 (60 nm mag-168

netite, Figure 3a) recovered the original field with excellent accuracy (∼59 µT) while the169

larger grain sizes of W4 (7 µm) and W6 (12 µm) (Figure 3b and c, respectively) are in-170

creasingly biased to low values (54 and 42 µT, respectively). These data suggest strongly171

that MD grains should not be used for paleointensity analysis.172
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Figure 3. Examples of Arai plots for specimens with known grain sizes from Krasa et al.

(2003). Magnetite with sizes: a) 23 nm, b) 7 µm, and c) 12 µm. BFLest is the estimated field

from the best-fit heavy green lines and TTRMest is estimated from the total TRM (slopes of

dashed red lines).

The sag (downward curvature) in the Arai plots of Krása et al. (2003) results from173

MD behavior, in which the unblocking temperature spectrum is shifted to lower values174

relative to the blocking temperature (Figure 1d-f) and the shift is caused by the result-175

ing low temperature pTRM tails (Dunlop & Özdemir, 2001). While the existence of ‘tails’176
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has long been known (Shashkanov & Metallova, 1972), and Dunlop and Özdemir (2001)177

showed that MD grains have both high and low temperature pTRM tails, it is not clear178

that domain walls are the only cause of ‘sagging’ in Arai plots. Smaller non-uniformly179

magnetized particles without domain walls (vortex state particles) may also be respon-180

sible for tails, with unknown consequences for the success of the paleointensity exper-181

iment. Unfortunately, flower and vortex state structures (frequently referred to as “pseudo-182

single domain” grains after Stacey et al. (1961)) are more difficult to understand than183

either SD particles (which obey Néel theory) or MD particles (which are large enough184

for domain structures to be imaged easily, e.g. (S. L. Halgedahl, 1993; de Groot et al.,185

2014)).186

1.3 Sagging in natural samples187

Many natural samples also have sagging, zig-zagging, hooked, or S-shaped Arai plots.188

The non-linear behavior is frequently attributed to MD grain sizes. Paterson (2011) de-189

veloped a statistic to quantify curvature whereby ~k is the inverse of the radius of a best-190

fit circle. Positive values result from sagging, while negative values result from upward191

bowed curvature. Paterson (2011) suggested a threshold value of ±0.164 to detect a sig-192

nificant MD remanence contribution. A version of the ~k statistic, modified to consider193

only the portion of the Arai plot used in the intensity calculation (k′), has been adopted194

in paleointensity experiments (Cromwell et al., 2015) to eliminate non-linear Arai plots195

from paleointensity interpretations. The practical motivation for excluding results with196

significant curvature comes from empirical comparisons of ‘straight’ and ‘curved’ results197

from specimens that share a common field during cooling, e.g., sister specimens from the198

same lava flows.199

Figure 4. Examples of Arai plots for specimen pairs from the same lava flow with one

‘straight’ (top panel) and one ‘curved’ (lower panel). BFLest is the field intensity estimated

using the best-fit line (solid green line) and TTRMest is that from the total TRM (dotted red

line). a-b) Specimens from the 1859 lava flow on Hawaii from the data set of Cromwell et al.

(2015). The IGRF estimate for the field at that time and place is 38.7 µT. c-d) Specimens from

site mc167 of Lawrence et al. (2009). e-f) Specimens from site sc12 of Sbarbori et al. (2009).

g-h) Specimens from site jm12 of Cromwell et al. (2013). Solid and dashed lines and intensity

estimates are as in Figure 3.
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Examples of pairs of specimens from the same lava flow are shown in Figure 4 for200

four published data sets (Cromwell et al., 2015; Lawrence et al., 2009; Sbarbori et al.,201

2009; Cromwell et al., 2013). In each case the estimated field strength from the speci-202

mens with curved Arai plots is lower than for those with straight Arai plots and where203

the ancient field is known (hw108 of Cromwell et al. (2015)), the specimen with a straight204

Arai plot gave an accurate answer (within 0.4 µT). Sbarbori et al. (2009) further noted205

that when specimen sc11e2 with a curved Arai plot (not shown) was given a laboratory206

TRM and the IZZI experiment was repeated, the Arai plot was straight. Investigating207

this ‘fragile’ curvature is the motivation for the present study, the first results of which208

were published by Shaar and Tauxe (2015). We note that fragile curvature may also be209

responsible for the ‘drawer storage effect’ noted by Shaar et al. (2011).210

1.4 Aging experiments for natural samples211

Shaar and Tauxe (2015) investigated the evolution of Arai plot curvature over time212

by giving a fresh TRM to a selection of specimens whose Arai plots were curved in the213

original studies. The fresh laboratory TRM was then subjected to an IZZI paleointen-214

sity experiment. As seen previously, the Arai plots were much straighter than those in215

the original experiments; they displayed what we here call ‘fragile curvature’. The spec-216

imens were then given another laboratory TRM and ‘aged’ in the same field for two years.217

For many specimens, the Arai plot curvature increased and the resulting intensity es-218

timates were biased to low values relative to the laboratory field.219

Santos and Tauxe (2019) built on the results of Shaar and Tauxe (2015) by adding220

a number of specimens whose original Arai plots were not significantly curved (see Ta-221

ble 1 for sampling details). They gave sets of specimens from ‘straight’ and ‘curved’ sam-222

ples a fresh TRM and subjected them to an IZZI paleointensity experiment (Yu et al.,223

2004; Tauxe & Staudigel, 2004) as in Shaar and Tauxe (2015). Santos and Tauxe (2019)224

used the k′ statistic of Cromwell et al. (2015), which considers only a portion of the ex-225

perimental data (as opposed to ~k of Paterson (2011)); we re-evaluate the results of Santos226

and Tauxe (2019) here using the original ~k statistic of Paterson (2011) (see Table 2 for227

values used in this study).228

Locations Lat. Long. Lithology Age range Citation DOI

McMurdo (mc) -76.23 -167.43 basalt 1.26-2.28 Ma 10.1029/2008GC002072
Socorro Island (sc) 18.78 -110.98 trachyte 0.35-0.55 Ma 10.1186/BF03352899
Hawaii (hw) 19.90 -155.58 basalt 1843 CE 10.1016/j.pepi.2014.12.007
Jan Mayen (jm) 71.03 -8.29 basalt 0.2-0.45 Ma 10.1002/ggge.20174
Costa Rica (cr) 9.93 -84.09 basalt < 2 Ma 10.1002/ggge.20199

Table 1. Locations, lithologies, age ranges, and citations for samples used in the study by

Santos and Tauxe (2019) and investigated here. Lat: latitude in ◦N. Long.: longitude in ◦E.

The behavior of the specimens in the original IZZI experiments is shown in Fig-229

ure 5a-d; the ‘fresh’ TRMs are shown in Figure 5e-h, and curvature values are summa-230

rized in Figure 6 and Table 2. We use here a value of |~k| ≤ 0.164 as ‘straight’ (S) and231

values |~k| > 0.164 as ‘curved’ (C). A few specimens in the Santos and Tauxe (2019) study232

yielded results with significantly negative ~k values (bowed upward), which are not the233

focus of the current investigation and will not be considered further.234

Santos and Tauxe (2019) found four categories of behavior based on a comparison235

of Arai plot curvature in the original versus ‘fresh TRM’ plots (Figures 5). These are236

summarized in Figure 6 and Table 2.237
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1. The SS group (Figure 6) comprises sister specimens whose Arai plots for both the238

original NRM (Figure 5a) and the ‘fresh’ laboratory TRM (Figure 5e) were clas-239

sified as ‘straight’ (S) by the Paterson statistic.240

2. The SC group comprises sister specimens whose Arai plots for the original NRM241

(Figure 5b) were ‘straight’, but the ‘fresh’ laboratory TRM (Figure 5f) was curved242

(C). This high curvature value results from the high temperature ‘hook’ which was243

not well expressed in the original experiments owing to differences in experimen-244

tal design.245

3. The CS group comprises sister specimens whose original Arai plots were ‘curved’246

(Figure 5c) but the fresh TRMs (Figure 5g) were straight.247

4. The CC group comprises sister specimens whose original Arai plots were ‘curved’248

(Figure 5d) and for which the fresh TRM was also curved, although in all cases249

less than the original curvature (Figure 5h).250
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Figure 5. Arai plots for specimens from Santos and Tauxe (2019) and references therein. a,

e) SS behavior; b, f) SC behavior; c, g) CS behavior; and d, h) CCbehavior. Top row: Arai plots

from the original studies. Bottom row: same as top row, but for the fresh TRM experiments of

Santos and Tauxe (2019). Values for curvature are listed in Table 2.

For CS and CC behaviors, all of the ‘fresh’ TRM results are straighter than in the251

original experiments, as observed first by Sbarbori et al. (2009), but the CS samples be-252

came ‘straight’ as quantified with the curvature criterion of Paterson (2011) while the253

CC samples remained somewhat curved. We know from Dunlop and Özdemir (2001) and254

Krása et al. (2003) (among others) that MD-dominated samples have significant curva-255

ture even for freshly imparted TRMs (Figure 3). The curvature in our natural samples256

(CS and CC) is not reproducible in the fresh TRMs and is not explained easily by MD257

behavior alone. We call this behavior ‘fragile’ curvature. Several questions regarding this258

‘fragile’ curvature spring to mind.259

• Does fragile curvature develop over time as suggested by Shaar and Tauxe (2015)?260

• Are paleointensity estimates from Arai plots with fragile curvature generally bi-261

ased (as are results from MD dominated curvature)?262

• Does fragile curvature depend on the strength/direction of the aging field?263

• What causes fragile curvature?264
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Figure 6. Comparison of curvature as quantified by ~k for the fresh TRMs of Santos and

Tauxe (2019) versus original TRMs (see Table 1 for references). Specimens from samples with

low curvature (S) either remained straight (SS) or became significantly curved (SC) after being

given a fresh TRM. Specimens from samples with high curvature (C) either became straight (CS)

or remained curved (CC) after being given a fresh TRM. All CC specimens have significantly less

curved Arai plots than in the original experiments, so they have ‘fragile’ curvature.

To address these issues, we subjected sister specimens from the samples investigated265

by Santos and Tauxe (2019) (see Table 1) to extensive hysteresis experiments and an ‘ag-266

ing’ experiment, similar to that described by Shaar and Tauxe (2015), but with some267

modifications. We describe in the following sections the experimental details, summa-268

rize the results, and consider the questions raised above concerning the temporal stabil-269

ity of fragile curvature and its effects on our ability to estimate ancient field strength.270

2 Methods271

2.1 Magnetic hysteresis272

As part of their rock magnetic characterizations, Santos and Tauxe (2019) mea-273

sured hysteresis loops for specimens from all samples studied. They plotted so-called ‘Day274

plots’ (Day et al., 1977) and estimated the bulk domain stability (BDS) parameter of275

Paterson et al. (2017). The latter is listed in Table 2 along with the curvature values of276

the original and laboratory (fresh) TRMs.277

First-order reversal curve (FORC) diagrams (Pike et al., 1999) are often used to278

provide information about domain states, so we subjected specimens from each sample279

studied by Santos and Tauxe (2019) to the xFORC hysteresis protocol of Zhao et al. (2017)280

at the Australian National University, Canberra, Australia. Representative conventional281

FORC diagrams (Pike et al., 1999), and remanence FORC (remFORC), transient FORC282

(tFORC), and induced FORC (iFORC) diagrams of Zhao et al. (2017) for each of the283

four categories of interest are shown in Figure 7 with plots generated using the xFORC284

software available at: https://sites.google.com/site/irregularforc/. We used the ‘irreg-285

ular FORC’ measurement protocol of Zhao et al. (2015) and plots were generated with286

smoothing factors (SF) as noted in the figure caption. The tFORCs are the difference287

between the conventional FORC (left-hand panel in Figure 7) and the transient-free FORC288
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Sample ~korig ~kfresh TP BDS T/R Lobes W FWHM NPF APF

mc167d -0.0000 -0.0173 SS 0.29 0.3427 ± 0.11 NPN+ 61 8 5.52 25.6
mc120c -0.0761 0.0000 SS 0.67 0.0834 ± 0.039 NPN+ 46 10 7.53 26.61
mc120b -0.0149 0.0368 SS 0.64 0.0787 ± 0.04 NPN 65 13 6.53 37.65
mc109e -0.1330 0.1313 SS 0.43 0.1876 ± 0.08 NPN+ 53 5 4.52 17.57
mc109d -0.1529 0.0422 SS 0.46 0.1534 ± 0.05 NPN+ 105 12 5.52 28.61
hw226a 0.0000 0.0566 SS 0.72 0.07 ± 0.05 - 89 24 0.5 46.69
mc117e 0.1438 0.2439 SC 0.40 0.2393 ± 0.09 NPN+ 55 1 5.52 20.58
mc117d 0.1164 0.2357 SC 0.36 - - - - - -
mc117b 0.1010 0.2060 SC 0.39 0.2533 ± 0.08 NPN+ 53 8 4.52 21.59
mc117a 0.0700 0.1997 SC 0.36 0.3659 ± 0.10 NPN+ 81 11 7.53 32.63
jm011d 0.8755 0.0969 CS 0.45 0.2636 ± 0.08 NPN+ 94 14 8.53 37.65
jm009i 0.5640 0.1011 CS 0.41 0.2435 ± 0.07 NPN+ 138 10 9.54 38.65
jm009f 0.9016 -0.0000 CS 0.41 0.2967 ± 0.09 NPN+ 184 21 10.54 60.74
jm009d 0.6936 0.0354 CS 0.41 0.2419 ± 0.08 NPN+ 141 9 7.53 32.63
jm009c 0.8729 0.1434 CS 0.38 0.395 ± 0.12 NPN+ 234 15 11.55 53.71
cr405g 1.3667 0.0409 CS 0.16 0.2268 ± 0.10 NPNPN 125 5 5.52 27.61
sc03h 0.7425 0.3277 CC 0.53 0.1234 ± 0.04 NPNPN 77 5 5.52 31.63
sc03f 0.9284 0.1905 CC 0.44 0.157 ± 0.05 NPN+ 61 4 5.52 18.57
cr423c 1.1446 0.2575 CC 0.31 0.2837 ± 0.12 NPNPN 148 21 9.54 34.64
cr418f 0.3018 0.2567 CC 0.27 0.4134 ± 0.13 NPNPN 151 20 6.53 32.63

Table 2. Summary of statistics and parameters for samples used in this study. ~korig: ~k statis-

tic for the original data recalculated from references cited in Table 1. ~kfresh: ~k statistic for

paleointensity data from fresh TRMs (recalculated from Santos and Tauxe (2019)). TP: Type

of curvature for aged versus fresh ~k statistic of Paterson (2011) where ‘S’ is ‘straight’ with ~k ≤
0.164 and ‘C’ is ’‘curved’ with ~kfresh > 0.164. BDS is the bulk domain stability parameter of

Paterson et al. (2017) as reported by Santos and Tauxe (2019). T/R: ratio of the tFORC and

remFORC integrated over FORC Zones 1 and 3, respectively. Lobes: number and sign of iFORC

lobes where N = negative and P = positive (see Figure 8). Width: width of FORC distribution

along the Bi axis (mT). FWHM: full-width half-maximum value (mT). NPF: Nucleation peak

field (mT). APF: Annihilation peak field (mT).

(tfFORC, not shown) while the iFORCs are the difference between the conventional FORC289

and the remFORC (panel second from left in Figure 7). The iFORCs in our experiments290

have several lobes of negative or positive coercivities (labeled N or R in Figure 7d, h, l,291

p). In many of our samples, the negative lobe in Zone 1 (e.g., Figure 7h, l) has two parts.292

These are labeled ‘N+’ in Figure 7 and Table 2.293

There are several ways of characterizing and quantifying aspects of FORC diagrams.294

One, proposed by Carvallo et al. (2006), is to the plot the width of the FORC distribu-295

tion along the Bi axis, against the full-width half-maximum value (FWHM) for a pro-296

file through the peak of the coercivity distribution. The width provides a measure of the297

non-SD content of the specimen, and FWHM provides a measure of the interaction field298

distribution for SD grains. Width and FWHM values for specimens measured in this in-299

vestigation are listed in Table 2.300

Another way to characterize FORC behavior is to consider the relationship between301

fields at which vortices nucleate and are annihilated as described by Novosad et al. (2001).302

The transient nature of vortex structures is what gives rise to so-called ‘transient hys-303

teresis’ (Fabian, 2003; Yu & Tauxe, 2005). From results for FeNi nanodots (Novosad et304
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Figure 7. Representative FORC diagrams for samples from the four categories of behavior.

Smoothing factor (SF) = 2 for all FORCs, remFORCs, and tFORCs. SF = 3 for all iFORCs

except mc120d for which SF = 4. The non-linear color scale factor is 1 for all plots except the

iFORCs, which are set to 10. a-d) Specimen from SS sample mc120b. e-h) Specimen from SC

sample mc117b. i-l) Specimen from CS sample jm011d. m-p) Specimen from CC sample cr423c.

Left-hand panels: conventional first-order reversal curve (FORC) diagrams; insets are the major

loops (magnetization (M/Mmax) versus field (T)). Second panel from left: remanence FORC

(remFORC) diagrams. Second panel from right: transient FORC (tFORC) diagrams. Right-hand

panels: induced FORC (iFORC) diagrams.

al., 2001), both the nucleation peak field (NPF) and annihilation peak field (APF) de-305

pend strongly on grain size with smaller particles having larger nucleation and annihi-306

lation fields, and the APF is larger (in the absolute sense) than the NPF because mag-307

netic structures such as a vortex are annihilated in higher fields than they nucleated (Yu308

& Tauxe, 2005). Estimates of nucleation and annihilation fields from the marginal field309

distributions in the tFORC diagram are illustrated in Figure 8 and the peak fields ob-310

served in our experiments are listed in Table 2.311
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Figure 8. Example of the marginal distribution of nucleation and annihilation fields from

Zone 1 of the tFORC distribution. a) Zone 1 of the tFORC distribution for sample jm011d. b)

and c) Marginal distributions of the annihilation and nucleation fields, respectively. The smooth-

ing factor (SF) and non-linear color scale for the FORC diagram are specified in the inset.

A third way of quantifying FORC behavior is to calculate the ratio of transient hys-312

teresis to remanence hysteresis by integrating the FORC response over Zone 1 of the tFORC313

diagram and that of Zone 3 of the remFORC diagram. The latter is dominated by SD314

grains while the former is dominated by larger grains with transient hysteresis behav-315

ior. This ratio (T/R) should reflect the concentration of grains with transient hystere-316

sis behavior (vortex and/or MD magnetic grains) relative to SD grains, which have no317

transience. We list values of T/R with uncertainties in Table 2.318

Pos 1 Pos 2 Pos 3 Pos 4 Pos 5

0o 45o 90o 135o 180o

70 μT

35 μT

Figure 9. Design of the aging experiment. Sister specimens for each sample from Santos and

Tauxe (2019) were given a fresh TRM along the direction of the arrows in a laboratory field of

70 µT. Specimens were placed in one of five positions (Pos 1- Pos 5) in either a 70 µT or 35 µT

field.
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2.2 Aging and IZZI experiments319

Ten sister specimens of the same samples used by Santos and Tauxe (2019) were320

given a fresh TRM in a laboratory field of 70 µT as in Santos and Tauxe (2019). Instead321

of subjecting them immediately to the paleointensity experiment, they were allowed to322

age for two years in laboratory fields of either 35 or 70 µT in five orientations: parallel323

to the field used to impart the fresh TRM (Pos 1), or at increasingly large angles (Pos324

2 - Pos 5) in Figure 9. We consider results from Positions 1, 3, and 5 in this paper; the325

other positions were reserved for other ongoing experiments. After aging for two years,326

each specimen from positions 1, 3, and 5 in the two laboratory fields of 35 and 70 µT327

were subjected to the IZZI experiment.328

3 Results329

3.1 FORCs330

Representative FORC diagrams are shown in Figure 7. We also list the values of331

various hysteresis parameters considered in this investigation in Table 2.332
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Figure 10. a) Conventional FORC diagram for hw226a. SF = 3; Non-linear color scale fac-

tor = 2. b) RemFORC diagram for the same specimen as in a). See description in the Figure 7

caption for FORC and remFORC diagrams.

The SS specimen from sample mc120b has dominantly SD behavior (Figure 7a) with333

a prominent ‘central ridge’ (Zone 3) and closed FORC contours that are characteristic334

of non-interacting uniaxial SD populations (Roberts et al., 2000; Egli et al., 2010). Non-335

interacting SD grains should also have no transient hysteresis (Yu & Tauxe, 2005; Fabian,336

2003; Zhao et al., 2017; Harrison et al., 2019), which is consistent with the subdued tFORC337

signal (Figure 7c). The remFORC diagram (Figure 7b) is similar to the conventional FORC338

diagram, except that the conventional FORC diagram has a negative lobe along the lower339

left-hand axis (Zone 2), which is also characteristic of uniaxial SD particles (Muxworthy340

et al., 2004; Newell, 2005; Egli et al., 2010). The positive lobes in Zone 2 of the remFORC341

diagrams suggest the presence of viscous grains near the superparamagnetic (SP)/uniaxial342

SD threshold size (Pike et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 2017). The iFORC diagrams for most343

SS specimens (Figure 7d) also contain a triplet of lobes (negative-positive-negative or344

NPN) that are an indication of dominantly uniaxial SD behavior (Zhao et al., 2017; Har-345

rison et al., 2019). We note that one of the SS specimens (hw226a) has no transience in346

its tFORC diagram (Figure 10; it is the most SD of all the samples).347

In contrast to the SS example, the CC specimens (e.g., from sample cr423c; Fig-348

ure 7m-p) have no negative lobe associated with uniaxial SD particles in Zone 2 of the349
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FORC diagram (Figure 7m). The conventional FORC diagram for this specimen has a350

tri-lobate ‘pirate hat’ shape associated with multi-vortex (MV) behavior (Lascu et al.,351

2018). The tFORC distribution has distinctive lobes (Figure 7o) and the iFORC dia-352

gram (Figure 7p) has five lobes (NPNPN). The lobate tFORC distribution and the NPNPN353

iFORC lobe structure are thought to be manifestations of vortex state behavior (Zhao354

et al., 2017). The wide distribution along the Bi axis is also associated with coarse mag-355

netic grain sizes. We list the width as estimated by Carvallo et al. (2006) in Table 2. We356

interpret the CC series of FORC diagrams as indicative of dominantly coarse grain sizes357

in the large vortex size range, including single vortex structures and multi-vortex domain358

states and perhaps also a MD component.359

SC specimens (e.g., mc117b in Figure 7e-h) have elements in common with both360

SS samples (e.g., FORC central ridge; Figure 7e) and CC samples (e.g., tFORC lobes;361

Figure 7g). The iFORC diagram (Figure 7h) has three lobes (labeled NPN+) compared362

to the five in the CC samples and the three in some of the SS samples, and the width363

along the Bi axis is not nearly as large as for the CC sample (see Figure 7m and Table 2).364

Interestingly, the negative lobe in Zone 1 of the iFORC diagram (Figure 7h) has two365

“wings”. We term these features NPN+ in Table 2. One explanation for the N+ feature366

is that it represents a combination of large grain sizes, like in the CC specimens (the N367

lobe in Zone 3) and the N lobe along the central ridge as in the SS specimens. Thus, the368

FORC behavior of such specimens is consistent with a broad grain size distribution rang-369

ing from fine (SP-SD) to coarse (MD-like). Hints of MD behavior are also suggested by370

negative cooling rate corrections for the sister specimens studied by Santos and Tauxe371

(2019); as reviewed by Santos and Tauxe (2019) and references therein, negative cool-372

ing rates are usually associated with domain walls (i.e., MD grains).373

CS specimens (e.g., jm011d in Figure 7i-l) also have elements in common with both374

the SS and CC samples. The FORC distribution along the Bi axis (Figure 7i) is nar-375

rower than for cr423c (Figure 7m, Table 2) and the tFORC diagram (Figure 7k) has ’wings’376

rather than the lobate structure in Zone 2 that is observed for both the SC and the CC377

samples, both of which suggest a significant contribution from coarse magnetic grains.378

In contrast, the iFORC diagram (Figure 7l) has only the three lobes (NPN+) as in the379

SC specimens. We interpret the FORC results as indicating a broad distribution of SP/SD380

to large vortex or perhaps even MD grain sizes.381

The Carvallo plot (Carvallo et al., 2006) shown in Figure 11a suggests that none382

of the samples investigated here have FWHM values in excess of the suggested thresh-383

old value of 29 mT, which likely rules out strong magnetostatic interactions. However,384

six samples have width values in excess of the 132 mT threshold value of Carvallo et al.385

(2006). They suggested that these might be expected to cause failure of paleointensity386

experiments because of non-SD magnetic behavior. All of the samples that fail the width387

criterion have either CC or CS behavior and exhibit ‘fragile curvature’. The specimen388

from sample cr405g also has CS behavior and a width (125 mT) close to the threshold389

value. Interestingly, some of the CC group specimens do not fail this criterion.390

A plot of annihilation peak field versus nucleation peak field (Figure 11b) has a sin-391

gle outlier (hw226a), while data from other specimens appear to be related linearly to392

each other, as expected for vortex nucleation and annihilation. The FORC and remFORC393

diagrams for hw226a (Figure 10) are different from the other FORC diagrams (e.g., Fig-394

ure 7) for SS specimens. This specimen has a strong central ridge along the Bc axis that395

is characteristic of uniaxial SD grains (Egli et al., 2010) and coercivities are much higher396

than the rest (note scales on the FORC diagrams). The respective remFORC diagram397

(Figure 10b) is nearly identical (although noisier) to the conventional FORC diagram398

and there is little transient or induced behavior (not shown). This sample, a quenched399

flow top from Hawaii, is perhaps the best example of SD dominated behavior among the400

samples studied here.401
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,

cr405g

Figure 11. a) ‘Carvallo plot’ (Carvallo et al., 2006) with width of the FORC distribution

along the Bi axis plotted against the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of a vertical profile

through the peak of the coercivity distribution. Threshold values recommended by Carvallo et

al. (2006) for FWHM and width are 29 mT and 132 mT, respectively. b) Annihilation peak field

(APF) versus nucleation peak field (NPF). c) Width versus nucleation peak field (NPF). Best-

fit line with bootstrap uncertainty bounds were calculated without including data for specimen

hw226a. d) Transience to remanence ratio (T/R in Table 2) plotted against bulk domain stability

(BDS). All values are listed in Table 2.

There is a quasi-linear relationship between the width parameter (Carvallo et al.,402

2006) and NPF in Figure 11c, apart from hw226a, which is again an outlier. All sam-403

ples (apart from hw226a), have behavior characteristic of non-SD behavior with evident404

transient hysteresis. The fact that the sole truly SD sample (hw226a) has the lowest NPF405

value among the samples reflects the dearth of vortex state particles in this sample.406

Both BDS (Paterson et al., 2017) and the T/R statistic proposed here are meant407

to characterize domain state. To compare the two, we plot the T/R ratios against BDS408

values (listed in Table 2) estimated for sister specimens by Santos and Tauxe (2019) in409

Figure 11d. Apart from cr405g, there appears to be an inverse relationship between the410

two parameters, with higher BDS values associated with lower transient hysteresis. It411

also appears that the CS samples are shifted to higher T/R values with similar BDS val-412

ues than the SC or CC samples. Higher BDS values result from higher saturation rema-413

nence to saturation magnetization, with values closer to one thought to represent more414

SD-like behavior. It makes sense, therefore, that higher BDS values are associated with415
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lower transient hysteresis. We note that all one has to do to estimate BDS is to mea-416

sure the major hysteresis loop (∼10 minutes), while an xFORC experiment takes hours.417

3.2 Aging418

Results for all IZZI experiments on aged specimens are shown in Figure S1. All but419

two of the 36 aged specimens in the SS category have |~k| ≤ 0.164 and are ‘straight’ based420

on that criterion. The two exceptions are specimens from mc109e (mc109e-SB3) and hw226a421

(hw226a-SB5), which appear to have altered during the experiment as indicated by a re-422

manence vector that bypasses the origin and grows into the direction of the laboratory423

field (e.g., Figure 12a). These specimens are not discussed further.424

In the SC group, results vary strongly as a function of aging position. For position425

5 (aging field anti-parallel to the cooling field), none of the eight specimens became sig-426

nificantly curved after aging but for position 1 in the 70 µT aging field all but specimen427

mc117d-SA1 became significantly curved. However, for the 35 µT aging field, all but one428

specimen (mc117e) stayed straight. The different behaviors for the different aging con-429

ditions may be influenced strongly by inter-specimen variability within the same sam-430

ples, which all come from the same lava flow (mc117).431

Table 3: Summary of aging experiments. Aged/Fresh/Original:
specimen names of the aged/fresh/original specimens (see
also Table 2). Type: Arai plot behavior category: SS = origi-
nally straight, stayed straight with fresh TRM; SC = originally
straight, became curved with fresh TRM; CS = originally curved,
became straight with fresh TRM; CC = originally curved, stayed
curved with fresh TRM. Baged: strength of the aging field in µT.
Pos: position of the sample with respect to aging field (see Figure
9). BTTRM : field strength in µT estimated using the Total TRM.
~kaged: curvature of the aged Arai plot (see also Figure S1).

mc167d2-SA5 mc167d2-SZb mc167d2 mc167d SS 70 5 68.52 0.0016
mc120c-SA5 mc120c-SZb mc120c1 mc120c SS 70 5 68.61 0.0493
mc120b-SA5 mc120b-SZb mc120b1 mc120b SS 70 5 78.52 0.0000
mc109e-SA5 mc109e-SZb mc109e1 mc109e SS 70 5 67.52 0.1144
mc109d-SA5 mc109d-SZb mc109d1 mc109d SS 70 5 66.83 0.0822
hw226a-SA5 hw226a-SZb hw226a5 hw226a SS 70 5 64.48 0.1383
mc167d2-SB5 mc167d2-SZb mc167d2 mc167d SS 35 5 72.18 0.0029
mc120c-SB5 mc120c-SZb mc120c1 mc120c SS 35 5 68.21 0.0527
mc120b-SB5 mc120b-SZb mc120b1 mc120b SS 35 5 74.28 -0.0083
mc109e-SB5 mc109e-SZb mc109e1 mc109e SS 35 5 68.64 0.1042
mc109d-SB5 mc109d-SZb mc109d1 mc109d SS 35 5 66.98 0.1402
hw226a-SB5 hw226a-SZb hw226a5 hw226a SS 35 5 70.00 0.2666
mc167d2-SA3 mc167d2-SZb mc167d2 mc167d SS 70 3 63.43 0.0856
mc120c-SA3 mc120c-SZb mc120c1 mc120c SS 70 3 69.64 0.0427
mc120b-SA3 mc120b-SZb mc120b1 mc120b SS 70 3 76.96 0.0040
mc109e-SA3 mc109e-SZb mc109e1 mc109e SS 70 3 71.11 0.1026
mc109d-SA3 mc109d-SZb mc109d1 mc109d SS 70 3 65.45 0.1312
hw226a-SA3 hw226a-SZb hw226a5 hw226a SS 70 3 62.38 0.0709
mc167d2-SB3 mc167d2-SZb mc167d2 mc167d SS 35 3 69.64 0.0585
mc120c-SB3 mc120c-SZb mc120c1 mc120c SS 35 3 72.24 0.0130
mc120b-SB3 mc120b-SZb mc120b1 mc120b SS 35 3 86.71 -0.0560
mc109e-SB3 mc109e-SZb mc109e1 mc109e SS 35 3 55.50 0.3934
mc109d-SB3 mc109d-SZb mc109d1 mc109d SS 35 3 74.42 0.0668

Aged Fresh Original Sample Type Bage Pos BTTRM
~kaged

Continued on next page
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hw226a-SB3 hw226a-SZb hw226a5 hw226a SS 35 3 64.31 -0.0781
mc167d2-SA1 mc167d2-SZb mc167d2 mc167d SS 70 1 67.25 0.1130
mc120c-SA1 mc120c-SZb mc120c1 mc120c SS 70 1 70.36 0.0754
mc120b-SA1 mc120b-SZb mc120b1 mc120b SS 70 1 75.29 0.0296
mc109e-SA1 mc109e-SZb mc109e1 mc109e SS 70 1 65.20 0.1755
mc109d-SA1 mc109d-SZb mc109d1 mc109d SS 70 1 71.52 0.0986
hw226a-SA1 hw226a-SZb hw226a5 hw226a SS 70 1 67.36 0.1225
mc167d2-SB1 mc167d2-SZb mc167d2 mc167d SS 35 1 70.38 0.0489
mc120c-SB1 mc120c-SZb mc120c1 mc120c SS 35 1 80.07 0.0000
mc120b-SB1 mc120b-SZb mc120b1 mc120b SS 35 1 69.50 0.0563
mc109e-SB1 mc109e-SZb mc109e1 mc109e SS 35 1 59.40 0.1783
mc109d-SB1 mc109d-SZb mc109d1 mc109d SS 35 1 72.00 0.1275
hw226a-SB1 hw226a-SZb hw226a5 hw226a SS 35 1 67.18 -0.0000
mc117e-SA5 mc117e-SZb mc117e2 mc117e SC 70 5 71.07 0.0970
mc117d-SA5 mc117d-SZb mc117d2 mc117d SC 70 5 70.00 0.0820
mc117b-SA5 mc117b-SZb mc117b1 mc117b SC 70 5 73.01 0.1423
mc117a-SA5 mc117a-SZb mc117a1 mc117a SC 70 5 65.62 0.1478
mc117e-SB5 mc117e-SZb mc117e2 mc117e SC 35 5 67.98 0.1512
mc117d-SB5 mc117d-SZb mc117d2 mc117d SC 35 5 66.50 0.1110
mc117b-SB5 mc117b-SZb mc117b1 mc117b SC 35 5 67.31 0.0680
mc117a-SB5 mc117a-SZb mc117a1 mc117a SC 35 5 75.81 0.0928
mc117e-SA3 mc117e-SZb mc117e2 mc117e SC 70 3 69.01 0.1739
mc117d-SA3 mc117d-SZb mc117d2 mc117d SC 70 3 61.02 0.2002
mc117b-SA3 mc117b-SZb mc117b1 mc117b SC 70 3 77.39 0.1129
mc117a-SA3 mc117a-SZb mc117a1 mc117a SC 70 3 63.64 0.1967
mc117e-SB3 mc117e-SZb mc117e2 mc117e SC 35 3 72.75 0.1255
mc117d-SB3 mc117d-SZb mc117d2 mc117d SC 35 3 72.16 0.0772
mc117b-SB3 mc117b-SZb mc117b1 mc117b SC 35 3 71.61 0.0793
mc117a-SB3 mc117a-SZb mc117a1 mc117a SC 35 3 64.56 0.2030
mc117e-SA1 mc117e-SZb mc117e2 mc117e SC 70 1 67.82 0.1910
mc117d-SA1 mc117d-SZb mc117d2 mc117d SC 70 1 78.35 0.1616
mc117b-SA1 mc117b-SZb mc117b1 mc117b SC 70 1 69.74 0.2022
mc117a-SA1 mc117a-SZb mc117a1 mc117a SC 70 1 65.29 0.2277
mc117e-SB1 mc117e-SZb mc117e2 mc117e SC 35 1 68.49 0.2017
mc117d-SB1 mc117d-SZb mc117d2 mc117d SC 35 1 68.03 0.1066
mc117b-SB1 mc117b-SZb mc117b1 mc117b SC 35 1 69.39 0.1358
mc117a-SB1 mc117a-SZb mc117a1 mc117a SC 35 1 73.12 0.1108
jm011d1-CA5 jm011d1-CZb jm011d1 jm011d CS 70 5 66.10 0.1637
jm009i2-CA5 jm009i2-CZb jm009i1 jm009i CS 70 5 74.67 0.1747
jm009f2-CA5 jm009f2-CZb jm009f2 jm009f CS 70 5 67.71 0.1728
jm009d1-CA5 jm009d1-CZb jm009d1 jm009d CS 70 5 70.95 -0.0000
jm009c1-CA5 jm009c1-CZb jm009c1 jm009c CS 70 5 66.22 0.1728
cr405g1-CA5 cr405g1-CZb cr405g1 cr405g CS 70 5 68.02 -0.1559
jm011d1-CB5 jm011d1-CZb jm011d1 jm011d CS 35 5 67.84 0.2138
jm009i2-CB5 jm009i2-CZb jm009i1 jm009i CS 35 5 67.00 0.1834
jm009f2-CB5 jm009f2-CZb jm009f2 jm009f CS 35 5 70.53 0.1829
jm009d1-CB5 jm009d1-CZb jm009d1 jm009d CS 35 5 69.05 0.1638
jm009c1-CB5 jm009c1-CZb jm009c1 jm009c CS 35 5 69.61 0.1573
cr405g1-CB5 cr405g1-CZb cr405g1 cr405g CS 35 5 65.51 -0.0694
jm011d1-CA3 jm011d1-CZb jm011d1 jm011d CS 70 3 68.01 0.2050
jm009i2-CA3 jm009i2-CZb jm009i1 jm009i CS 70 3 69.09 0.1246
jm009f2-CA3 jm009f2-CZb jm009f2 jm009f CS 70 3 71.38 0.1979
jm009d1-CA3 jm009d1-CZb jm009d1 jm009d CS 70 3 82.95 0.0938

Aged Fresh Original Sample Type Bage Pos BTTRM
~kaged

Continued on next page
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jm009c1-CA3 jm009c1-CZb jm009c1 jm009c CS 70 3 67.76 0.1761
cr405g1-CA3 cr405g1-CZb cr405g1 cr405g CS 70 3 65.06 -0.0447
jm011d1-CB3 jm011d1-CZb jm011d1 jm011d CS 35 3 67.32 0.1651
jm009i2-CB3 jm009i2-CZb jm009i1 jm009i CS 35 3 70.97 0.1399
jm009f2-CB3 jm009f2-CZb jm009f2 jm009f CS 35 3 71.60 0.1632
jm009d1-CB3 jm009d1-CZb jm009d1 jm009d CS 35 3 77.40 0.0959
jm009c1-CB3 jm009c1-CZb jm009c1 jm009c CS 35 3 71.00 0.1450
cr405g1-CB3 cr405g1-CZb cr405g1 cr405g CS 35 3 64.50 -0.0441
jm011d1-CA1 jm011d1-CZb jm011d1 jm011d CS 70 1 69.26 0.2065
jm009i2-CA1 jm009i2-CZb jm009i1 jm009i CS 70 1 71.51 0.1236
jm009f2-CA1 jm009f2-CZb jm009f2 jm009f CS 70 1 73.77 0.1865
jm009d1-CA1 jm009d1-CZb jm009d1 jm009d CS 70 1 71.33 0.1222
jm009c1-CA1 jm009c1-CZb jm009c1 jm009c CS 70 1 66.36 0.2210
cr405g1-CA1 cr405g1-CZb cr405g1 cr405g CS 70 1 71.49 0.0341
jm011d1-CB1 jm011d1-CZb jm011d1 jm011d CS 35 1 71.74 0.1492
jm009i2-CB1 jm009i2-CZb jm009i1 jm009i CS 35 1 72.29 0.1249
jm009f2-CB1 jm009f2-CZb jm009f2 jm009f CS 35 1 67.36 0.1985
jm009d1-CB1 jm009d1-CZb jm009d1 jm009d CS 35 1 72.14 0.1758
jm009c1-CB1 jm009c1-CZb jm009c1 jm009c CS 35 1 73.89 0.1406
cr405g1-CB1 cr405g1-CZb cr405g1 cr405g CS 35 1 65.54 0.0081
sc03h-CA5 sc03h-CZb sc03h2 sc03h CC 70 5 67.20 0.1808
sc03f-CA5 sc03f-CZb sc03f2 sc03f CC 70 5 63.63 0.2261
cr423c-CA5 cr423c-CZb cr423c1 cr423c CC 70 5 64.91 0.2622
cr418f1-CA5 cr418f-CZb cr418f1 cr418f CC 70 5 57.09 0.1394
sc03h-CB5 sc03h-CZb sc03h2 sc03h CC 35 5 60.07 0.2495
sc03f-CB5 sc03f-CZb sc03f2 sc03f CC 35 5 77.92 0.2381
cr423c-CB5 cr423c-CZb cr423c1 cr423c CC 35 5 71.09 0.2404
cr418f1-CB5 cr418f-CZb cr418f1 cr418f CC 35 5 72.82 0.3024
sc03h-CA3 sc03h-CZb sc03h2 sc03h CC 70 3 73.74 0.1199
sc03f-CA3 sc03f-CZb sc03f2 sc03f CC 70 3 62.54 0.1856
cr423c-CA3 cr423c-CZb cr423c1 cr423c CC 70 3 80.90 0.4766
cr418f1-CA3 cr418f-CZb cr418f1 cr418f CC 70 3 75.46 0.3179
sc03h-CB3 sc03h-CZb sc03h2 sc03h CC 35 3 56.38 0.2246
sc03f-CB3 sc03f-CZb sc03f2 sc03f CC 35 3 41.04 0.3044
cr423c-CB3 cr423c-CZb cr423c1 cr423c CC 35 3 67.00 0.2597
cr418f1-CB3 cr418f-CZb cr418f1 cr418f CC 35 3 64.84 0.2868
sc03h-CA1 sc03h-CZb sc03h2 sc03h CC 70 1 80.04 0.1469
sc03f-CA1 sc03f-CZb sc03f2 sc03f CC 70 1 62.16 0.3762
cr423c-CA1 cr423c-CZb cr423c1 cr423c CC 70 1 74.36 0.3021
cr418f1-CA1 cr418f-CZb cr418f1 cr418f CC 70 1 68.54 0.2760
sc03h-CB1 sc03h-CZb sc03h2 sc03h CC 35 1 70.00 0.1911
sc03f-CB1 sc03f-CZb sc03f2 sc03f CC 35 1 53.50 0.4103
cr423c-CB1 cr423c-CZb cr423c1 cr423c CC 35 1 67.37 0.2714
cr418f1-CB1 cr418f-CZb cr418f1 cr418f CC 35 1 64.62 0.3221

Aged Fresh Original Sample Type Bage Pos BTTRM
~kaged

In the CS group, Arai plots for three of the six specimens aged in the 70 µT field432

(jm009c, jm009f, and jm011d) became curved in all three positions, while the others re-433

mained straight. The Arai plot for a specimen from jm009i also became curved in po-434

sition 5. Although not significant, the Arai plot for a specimen from cr405g acquired a435

slight up-bowing in this field, which implies acquisition of a slight but stable viscous re-436

manent magnetization (VRM) (Figure 12b). In the 35 µT aging field in position 1, Arai437

plots for jm009d and jm009f both became curved. In position 3, only the Arai plot for438

specimen jm011d became curved. In position 5, all Arai plots except for those for cr405g439

and jm009c (of the six specimens) became curved.440
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a) c)b)

Temperature (oC) Temperature (oC) Temperature (oC)

Figure 12. Unusual behavior during the IZZI experiment. Arai plots with best-fit line in

green. ZI (IZ) steps are plotted as blue (red) circles; pTRM check steps are plotted as triangles.

Lower left insets: Zijderveld (1967) diagrams of remanence decay. X-Y (X-Z) projection plotted

as blue circles (red squares). Upper right insets: remanence decay (acquisition) plotted as blue

(red) symbols. a) Specimen altered during the experiment. b-c) Specimens acquired a VRM dur-

ing aging in a 70 µT field anti-parallel to the NRM. The plots were made with thellier gui.py in

the PmagPy software package of Tauxe et al. (2016).

In the CC group, the Arai plot for sc03h was straight in positions 1 and 3 at 70441

µT; the Arai plot for cr418f was straight in position 5. This specimen (cr418f-CA5) ap-442

pears to have acquired a VRM parallel to the magnetizing field (antiparallel to the NRM),443

which was only removed by about 350◦C (Figure 12c). All other Arai plots remained curved.444

4 Discussion445

4.1 Does fragile curvature grow over time?446

We plot the data from Table 3 in Figure 13a. The curvature in Arai plots for aged447

specimens, except for the SC group, is generally more positive than for fresh specimens.448

Shaar and Tauxe (2015) stated that curvature increases when specimens are aged in a449

laboratory field identical to the original cooling field (which is inconsistent with predic-450

tions from Néel (1949) theory). Here, we repeated the experiment with different aging451

field strengths and directions relative to the fresh TRM, with similar results. Therefore,452

we take these data to demonstrate that fragile curvature in most lava specimens rele-453

vant to absolute paleointensity analysis, particularly those not in the SS group which are454

finer grained, generally increases through time regardless of aging field strength or di-455

rection.456

4.2 Are paleointensity estimates from fragile curvature biased?457

Using intensities estimated from Total TRMs, we plot kernel density estimates for458

fresh and aged specimens in Figure 13c. Estimates from the ‘straight’ results (both fresh459

and aged) are unbiased with average values of 71 and 70 µT, respectively. This contrasts460

with results from fresh and aged curved experiments, which have average values of 65461

and 67 µT, respectively. These results support the hypothesis that curved Arai plots tend462

to yield intensity estimates that are biased low, while straight Arai plots tend to be more463

accurate. They also validate the use of the curvature criterion proposed by Paterson (2011)464

as a useful criterion for evaluating paleointensity data. In both data sets, estimates from465

curved aged specimens are more accurate than from fresh TRMs perhaps because of the466
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Figure 13. a) Curvature parameter ~k for fresh specimens (data from (Santos & Tauxe,

2019)). The threshold value for ~k of Paterson (2011) is shown as a dotted line. b) Same as a)

but for aged specimens. c) Intensity distributions for fresh (blue) specimens versus aged (red)

specimens. Dotted (solid) lines are for the curved (straight) specimens. d) Same as c) but as a

function of sample position.

increased specimen numbers or a dependence of the paleointensity estimate on direction467

of the aging field (aging in anti-parallel fields results in less bias for unknown reasons).468

To further investigate the role of the angle of the aging field, we plot intensities for469

the aged groups as a function of aging field orientation in Figure 13d. There is a sub-470

tle shift to both wider distributions and lower intensities when aged in an orthogonal field471

(position 3); thus, both accuracy and precision are affected.472

4.3 What causes fragile curvature?473

MD grains give rise to curved Arai plots, but the curvature is reproducible in fresh474

TRMs. What we see here is first a disappearance of curvature in fresh TRMs compared475

with the original TRMs, followed by growth of curvature over time. Curvature is pro-476

duced by unequal blocking temperatures relative to unblocking temperatures (see exam-477

ples in Figure 1). When the unblocking temperature spectrum of the TRM is lower than478

the blocking temperature spectrum, the result is a downward curvature (sag) of the as-479

sociated Arai plot and positive ~k. Alternatively, when the unblocking temperature spec-480

trum of the TRM is higher than the blocking temperature spectrum, the IZZI experi-481

ment does not produce upward curvature of the associated Arai plot; rather, there is a482

pronounced ‘zig-zag’, as described by Yu et al. (2004). Downward curvature is produced483

by low temperature pTRM tails, while the ‘hook’ observed for the SC group arises from484

both low and high temperature tails. S-shaped curves, seen in the curves for small MD485

grains of Dunlop and Özdemir (2001) and in some of the CS and CC specimens results486

from low temperature pTRM tails with a small contribution from high-temperature pTRM487

tails. These predictions from phenomenological models such as those shown in Figure 1488
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Figure 14. Comparison of (un)blocking temperature spectra between fresh and aged spec-

imens. The curves for demagnetization and remagnetization for the experiments are shown in

Figures S2 and S3 in the supplemental information. The expected line of equal (un)blocking at a

given step is shown by the black dashed line in each plot. a-d) TRM unblocking (zero field steps).

X-axis is magnetization remaining at each temperature step for the fresh TRM (TRM1); Y-axis

is magnetization remaining for each aged specimen at the same temperature step (TRM2). The

initial TRM is at the upper right-hand corner of the plot. e-h) TRM blocking (infield steps).

X-axis is magnetization acquired at each temperature step of the fresh pTRM (pTRM1); Y-axis

is magnetization acquired for each aged specimen at the same temperature step (pTRM2). The

final pTRM is at the upper right-hand side of the plot. a, e) SS group specimens. b, f) SC group

specimens. c, g) CS group specimens. d, h) CC group specimens.

suggest that there should be systematic changes in the blocking and/or unblocking tem-489

perature spectra over even two years.490

The aging experiment was conducted on 12 sister specimens of each specimen that491

was subjected to a paleointensity experiment after being given a fresh TRM. Therefore,492

unlike the experiments of Shaar and Tauxe (2015), no direct comparison of blocking and493

unblocking temperatures for a given specimen is possible. Nonetheless, we can compare494

blocking and unblocking spectra in a statistical sense. We show all the demagnetization495

and remagnetization curves for fresh and aged specimens in Figures S2 and S3 in the Sup-496

plemental Information. From those, we plot magnetizations remaining or acquired at each497

temperature step in the fresh versus aged specimens for each sample in Figure 14.498

The top row in Figure 14 is a comparison of the magnetizations remaining in the499

fresh (x-axis) versus aged (y-axis) specimens during thermal demagnetization. The be-500

havior is controlled by the unblocking temperature spectrum for each specimen. For SS501

group specimens (Figure 14a), we observe no systematic trend in demagnetization. For502

the SC group, there is an ‘S’ curve with an inflection point at about the median destruc-503

tive temperature meaning that while the blocking temperatures have shifted in all spec-504

imens, some have a pronounced shift at low blocking temperatures while others shifted505

at high temperatures. In the CS and CC groups, however, all but one specimen appear506

to have shifted to higher unblocking temperatures (the data points fall above the dashed507

black line as more magnetization remains at a given step). Therefore, for both the CS508
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and CC groups, there appears to be a consistent shift to high unblocking temperatures509

across the entire temperature range after aging.510

The bottom row in Figure 14 is similar to the top row, but is a comparison of the511

magnetizations acquired at each temperature step. Again, for the SS group and surpris-512

ingly also for the CS group, there is no consistent aging signal. In contrast, for nearly513

all specimens in the SC and particularly the CC groups, the points plot above the line514

for aged specimens compared to the fresh specimens. It appears that the blocking tem-515

peratures of these groups have shifted to lower temperatures as more magnetization is516

blocked at a given temperature step in the aged specimens than in the fresh. We note517

that the sum of all the pTRMs (the total TRM acquired during the paleointensity ex-518

periment) is larger than the original TRM and is what leads to a low bias in intensity519

estimates, similar to the behavior of the synthetic MD specimens of Krása et al. (2003).520

The IZZI experiment was designed to detect high temperature tails, not low tempera-521

ture tails, and it might be worth considering the addition of the so-called ‘additivity check’522

of Krása et al. (2003) (see also Paterson et al. (2014)).523

A shift in (un)blocking temperatures with time, particularly in the less SD-like spec-524

imens (SC, CS, CC groups) can be understood by considering the energy barriers that525

control (un)blocking in magnetic particles. A shift to higher unblocking temperatures526

means a shift to higher stability and a deeper energy well for the magnetic structures.527

Uniaxial single domain particles have only two stable states at a given temperature step.528

At the blocking temperature the energy barrier goes from flat to a single hump (Emax529

in Figure 15a).530

We argued that fragile curvature is related to the presence of larger particles based531

on information gleaned from FORC diagrams. All samples with width parameters that532

exceeded the threshold values proposed by Carvallo et al. (2006) had original Arai plots533

that were significantly curved (and subsequently became much straighter when given a534

fresh TRM in the laboratory). However, data for some of these CC or CS type samples535

fall below the threshold. Moreover, all SS type samples had either no induced magne-536

tization component (hw226a) or the NPN+ iFORC structure (as opposed to NPNPN537

structures; see Table 2). Similarly, all but one (sc03f) of the CC samples have a five-fold538

lobate structure (NPNPN) in iFORC diagrams. All SC samples have NPN+ iFORC struc-539

tures as did all but one of the CS samples (cr405g) which have a NPNPN structure.540
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Figure 15. Energy barriers to magnetization switching from one easy axis to the other. a)

Néel particle (uniaxial SD). b) Single vortex particle with multiple easy axes.
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To understand the magnetic stability of particles larger than single domain, we re-541

quire the computational approach of micromagnetic modeling (Brown, 1963). Fortunately,542

much progress has been made with micromagnetic modeling (Williams & Dunlop, 1989;543

Schabes & Bertram, 1988; Fabian et al., 1996; Tauxe et al., 2002; Nagy et al., 2017; Fabian544

& Shcherbakov, 2018). Recently, Nagy et al. (2017) suggested, astonishingly, that equidi-545

mensional magnetite particles with single vortex (SV) magnetic structures are even more546

stable paleomagnetically that SD particles. They also discovered a region between the547

so-called ‘flower’ and ‘vortex’ states (Schabes & Bertram, 1988; Williams & Dunlop, 1989),548

in which the vortex core is aligned with the magnetocrystalline ‘hard’ direction. In this549

region, the energy barrier drops precipitously, from relaxation times of longer than the550

age of the Earth to about a year with a related blocking temperature drop from over 400◦C551

to about 100◦C. This may be too low to be involved in the ‘aging’ process described here,552

where unblocking temperatures appear to have shifted to higher values all the way up553

to near the Curie Temperature in Earth-like fields over two years. So, we seek another554

mechanism that could result in such a shift.555

An example of a possible energy landscape for a cuboctahedron in the single vor-556

tex size range that switches from one easy axis to another is shown in Figure 15b. In this557

example, a particle could be blocked in one direction with energy E1 while cooling from558

high temperature. Thermal energy even at room temperature could be sufficient to ex-559

ceed ∆E = Emax − E1, allowing the core to switch through the intervening hard di-560

rection to the neighboring easy axis with energy ∆E = Emax−E2. The higher energy561

barrier to return to E1 could block a magnetic remanence in a lower energy well and give562

rise to a higher unblocking temperature. It is, therefore, plausible that fragile curvature563

results from the relaxation of the magnetic structure from a local energy minimum to564

a more stable state with higher unblocking temperatures. This process would be anal-565

ogous to a viscous magnetization, but would result in higher unblocking temperatures566

than expected for SD particles which are in the range of a few hundred degrees over a567

period of a few years (Pullaiah et al., 1975). The mechanism illustrated in Figure 15b568

can also explain another rather puzzling result. Despite the change in blocking temper-569

atures over time through what is likely a thermally activated process, the net remanence570

of the samples while undergoing aging does not change much (see Figure S4). Apart from571

a single specimen whose remanence drops by about 4%, no remanence changes by more572

than a percent or two during the two year aging process. In the example shown in Fig-573

ure 15b, the remanence changes from one easy direction to another which is close by. There-574

fore, the net remanence would not necessarily be expected to change, while the stabil-575

ity of the remanence may.576

5 Conclusions577

1. There is a distinct difference between the curvature in Arai plots that results from578

MD behavior (e.g., Dunlop and Özdemir (2001); Krása et al. (2003)) and what579

we here call ‘fragile’ curvature, first noticed by Sbarbori et al. (2009) and inves-580

tigated by Shaar and Tauxe (2015) and Santos and Tauxe (2019). The former is581

reproducible in the laboratory while the latter disappears when specimens are given582

a ‘fresh’ TRM.583

2. Curved Arai plots for MD grains yield lower than expected intensity estimates for584

known laboratory fields (Krása et al., 2003) and results for specimens with ‘frag-585

ile’ curvature are also biased to low values relative to straight Arai plots from the586

same cooling units.587

3. Arai plots for specimens with fragile curvature tend to become more curved when588

given a fresh TRM and allowed to ‘age’ in controlled laboratory fields.589

4. Experimental protocols and selection criteria that do not test for curvature may590

yield inaccurate paleointensity results. It is not clear how to ‘correct’ for this be-591

havior, so it is important to identify it using a curvature criterion.592
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5. We also find that the failure of the Additivity Law (Thellier & Thellier, 1959) is593

likely what leads to the low-field bias and that the additivity check criterion (Krása594

et al., 2003; Paterson et al., 2014) may help to detect this problem.595

6. A correction for the problem of fragile curvature (and other paleointensity patholo-596

gies) may be discovered by simulating paleomagnetic and rock magnetic exper-597

iments using micromagnetic models combined with more extensive laboratory ‘ground598

truthing’.599
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